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About This Game

Operating system AJ 1.0, created by students enthusiasts in 2070 showed stupendous results.
Since the release of the first version of the operating system 5 years have passed.

This product was noticed and was purchased by a larger company engaged in the development of military robotics.
For 5 years the best specialists were engaged in the improvement of this operating system

now the system has been lapped to the ideal, the development team starts the first test of the updated system of AJ 2.1
in case of success, the company will launch large-scale production of the world's

first full-fledged Android on the basis of this operating system.

You have to go through 13 levels for efficacy checks
and identify problems in the system of neural network AJ 2.1

You don't have any limitations to the approach and solving puzzles.
You are given full control over the neural networks.
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In the modern world the current trend is interactive learning. This game will help you better learn the basics of programming
without spending much time and money by learning through the visual system in the quests.

The game contains 13 levels, each of which accommodates 1-3 scripts on the gaming scene. With each passed level the game is
integrated into a complex puzzle, which demonstrates the various functions and variables within scripts.

The gameplay encourages interaction, exploration, teaches a method of trial and error. A good game leaves the player with time
to develop his skills, the same thing happens in the learning process. Naturally, to understand the scripts you'll need to explore
the library of functions. Through these actions the player will learn new tools and discover his own abilities to programming.

The very visual programming does not require the initial preparation for the game, the quests themselves teach a player,
allowing him to understand the basic principles of programming. All that is required for the player is logic, which helps training

and completing levels.

In the game there is also a sandbox, you can use it for implementation of your different ideas, or just for practice or study.
There will be enough tools in the library for implementation practically any of your ideas, and what is the most important, the

implementation of different logics in the sandbox due to visual programming goes free and easy as the context dependence
solves problems with syntax errors, however before passing into the sandbox we recommend you to pass the storyline in order to

understand how the system of visual scripting works.
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Title: Android John 2.1
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Recreat4
Publisher:
Virtuactions
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 680 GTX

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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What the hell did I just play? And why do I want to keep playing?
It's... unexplainable fun.. STEAM is at fault. Shows the Master of Orion 3 is running when in fact it is not. The launch icon for
Moo3 which STEAM provides takes you to their program first to then say program is already running, when it is not, and
consequently won't let you play the game.

There is a backdoor to play Moo3. Go to Master of Orion 3 from the Steam Library, right click on it. Click on Properties. Click
on Browse Files. Right click on the Moo3 exe file to do yada yada yada to create a shortcut. Cut and paste that shortcut
anywhere you want. Using that short cut you can directly load and play the game after about a 1 minute waiting bypassing all the
bunked Steam protocols.

I played Moo3 and so far the game appears to be working doing all it intended to do.

Such a shame Steam is too lazy and stupid to fix their bug claiming a program is running when it is not and offer no way to
disable their block.. Cool but the graphics seems to be displayed in low resolution.
I would have loved to be able to walk freely in the spaceship.. Really doesnt contain very much content, and they added
"includes 2 additional contents" (Originally just said "Includes") to the promo-text not too long before releasing the third dlc.

Just avoid the season pass completely, or wait for a really low price at a sale or something.. Istanbul is a new addition to my list
of favourite games. I do not own the physical game but cannot imagine how it could be different from this digital version.

Gameplay is turn-based on a 4X4 grid. You move your game piece around the board, selecting your own route and performing a
different action on each of the 16 tiles. The object of the game is to be the first to collect 5 rubies through the collection and
sale/trade of goods. You can initially carry only a limited number of goods and travel only a short distance, but your abilities are
augmented throughout the game by purchasing wagon upgrades and mosques. There are many paths to victory and the ability for
some mild interference amongst players. I find the game a good mix of strategy with plenty of tactical decisions, and I like that
you have control of your own fate and play style.

The tutorials are helpful enough but it will still take a couple of games to be confident that you are making a sound choice and
not just idly wandering through the board. The interface is beautiful and there are helpful mouse-over tips for everything. One
gripe is that some of your available moves are not immediately evident, tucked away in a side or bottom bar, but it's probably
the right choice to keep the UI clean and it would be annoying to those who already know how to play the game.

Once you have memorized what each tile can do for you, the game will 'click' and you will know what you want to do, but how
you do it is ever-evolving and different on each playthrough. The game has very high replay value because you can randomize
the tiles, play with friends or varying levels of AI, and there is an element of chance.. Adds three cars, one of which is actually
my favorite in the game...so, for me, picking up the DLC was great! However, it isn't really going to be worth it for most people
since the game doesn't really offer a lot of content and the DLC doesn't add any either. I'd only recommend picking up the DLC
if you really love the game and dump a lot of time into it, so a couple of extra cars to play around with can add to the
fun...otherwise, the cars in the main game do just fine.. Short version: Even if dashing around is fun, the majority of the
playtime is spent grinding money and passing the same obstacles over and over again.

Long version: Shalnor Legends is a 2D top-down action adventure game with a style of pixel graphics reminiscent of the home
consoles of the mid 1990's. You play as Rynna Silwerwind, a young elven girl who has entered a pocket dimension to undergo a
trial to become the champion of the goddess. You start out in the center of the map, with other areas of other terrain in each
cardinal direction. It appears you can go exploring anywhere, but you are ill equipped - in fact entirely unequipped - and
roadblocks halt your progress in all directions except the intended one. You receive a sword, and with it the ability to dash for
the cost of some of your stamina, which slowly replenishes automatically. Then, after going through the first mini-dungeon, you
gain the bow which lets you shoot silver arrows for an amount of mana, which also is replenished over time.

Up until this point, everything in the game is adequate, even satisfactory. The graphics are colorful yet muted. The music mostly
consists of low notes in midi instruments played slowly and sparsely, with a lot of echoing. With the darker graphics, the lack of
other people, and the presence of ghosts, it appropriately sets a somber mood. The controls are simple, elegant, and responsive.
There's an abundance of resolution options, and you have control over the volume for individual categories of sounds in addition
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to Master; Music, Effects, Ambient, and Footsteps. (I turned footsteps down to 70.)

But then, the game quickly becomes repetitive.

The first mini-dungeon introduces a number of traps. First there are fireballs being shot out of walls, from the top of the screen
and towards the bottom, all on a global timer so all flames are shot at the same time every time. Second, there are whirling
blades that spin in one direction until they hit a wall, then they go the other direction. Third, there are spikes popping out of the
floor and then being retracted. They're also on a global timer. Fourth and final, there are some color-coded blocks you have to
push into the appropriate hole. (They could have different shapes in addition to the color to make this more accessible to
colorblind people, but I digress.)

These trap mechanics are reused in the four major dungeons of the game, in the caves on the overworld leading to the dungeons,
and even in the dungeon of the final boss. There is no escalation to these traps. Even in the final dungeon there are color-coded
blocks that must be pushed into their respective holes, without the presence of enemies, a time limit, or any other trap. There
are rare instances where mechanics are combine; For instance, one cave in (I believe it was) the Dreadmarsh has you pushing a
block towards a hole, all the while the wall is lined with holes that shoot fire, so you have to duck behind the block for cover
every so often.

There are also two other challenges that weren't presented in the introductory dungeon. One of them is simply defeating all
monsters in the room to open up a door or gain access to a chest. The other is a puzzle where you step on floor tiles, thereby
turning on the light on that tile and switching on/off the adjacent tiles, with the objective of switching them all on. The tile
puzzles can be quite challenging depending on their layout, but you have all the time in the world to figure them out and you're
otherwise not in any danger while solving them - with the notable exception of another rare instance of combining mechanics,
where the final dungeon has you solving two rows of tiles while fireballs are being shot at you.

Ultimately, the puzzles and obstacles lack variety and don't feel meaningful or rewarding.

Yet combat is even more disappointing.

Your sword is a short sword (technical term) and it shows. The range on your swing makes it seem unsafe, enemies don't get
knocked back, nor do they get stunned. Your bow grants you the range, but it costs mana so you may have to take a potion or
just wait until you can reload. You also can't move while charging your arrow, much to the delight of the enemies that shoot
projectiles. I also found it hard to shoot enemies on the horizontal plane as opposed to vertical, and I'm not sure why.

But the shallowness of the combat isn't what makes it disappointing. It's the fact that fighting enemies, aside from when it will
open a path in a dungeon, is entirely pointless.
All enemies on each map respawn as soon as you re-enter. So when you're entering a new hub area of the overworld and you're
going in and out of the caves in order to make your way to the dungeon proper, fighting the same enemies out in the open just
puts you in danger.
Slain enemies will not drop anything to replenish you health, mana, or stamina, nothing to mitigate the danger they put you in.
They may drop a gold coin, or one of the 15 types of crafting materials. But it's not worth fighting enemies for them when you
can just go into caves with a bunch of barrels, break them open in a single dash or fire arrow, collect the loot, re-enter and
repeat. Which brings me to the next point.

Progress is gated behind upgrades you have to pay dearly for.

At the start of the game, you can carry at most 250 gold, 10 of each crafting item, and 2 potions. The crafting item limit can't be
increased, but you can buy bigger wallets and a bigger potion case. The wallet upgrades are essential to being able to afford the
other things for sale, which include upgrades for your armor, your sword, your archery, your health, your mana, and also recipes
for other potions, as well as other collectibles. I decided to grind money for upgrades when I got stuck on the third boss. The
previous dungeon bosses had felt like slogs, but were managable when I got the pattern down, so I felt like I was overdue.
As previously stated, the ideal way to grind money is to repeatedly reload caves with lots of barrels in them. All crafting
materials can be found in them, just as in overworld bushes, as well as the gold. But even with the upgrade shops and my grind
spot in the Haunted Cragg being close to warp points on the maps, this is no easy affair. There are 12 upgrades each for your
sword, your armor, and your bracers (which pertain to archery). At least the last one of each costs a thousand gold, and there are
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multiple upgrades for each type that cost 500. But even with a full wallet you might not get two upgrades at 500g from one shop
in one trip, because upgrades also require crafting items and you can only carry ten of each. When the upgrades require more
than 5 of a kind, all you can do is suck it up and get back to the grind.

By the end of the game, the player stats that I unlocked from a very finnicky archery game tell me that I've gathered (read:
spent) 20,000 gold. I'm still short two sword upgrades and some potion recipes. I can safely say that more than half of my
playtime was spent grinding money.

The really sad part is a lot of these upgrades are not or don't feel meaningful. There are sword upgrades for regaining health or
mana when you kill a foe with a sword, but fighting generally is to be avoided if possible, and the 2 HP you'd get is not worth
the risk involved in close-range combat. Also, there's a lot of enemies that attack you by means of self-destructing, so that
upgrade is wasted on them. There is a total of 6 sword upgrades that increase the damage of your swing by +10%. What it
amounts to is that the first enemy in the game, a green slime, goes down in two swings rather than three when you had no
upgrades. And at one point, a ghost shows up and informs you that traps do double damage now. While that may be intended to
increase the value of armor upgrades, to me it felt like I lost the purchases I'd already made.

(Continued in comments below.). I don't usually post reviews..... Never in fact.

This game appealed to me in a very special way though.

Piracy, mutiny, plundering, and awesome adentures made this CYOA game very very fun. I plan on playin it through multiple
times!. The game is beyond buggy, even running on a decent gaming rig. The missions suck and its unplayable. The game
doesn't run and it crashes my computer. The art is lousy, the game runs like straight trash. I'm irritated I've spent more time
crashed or looking in my file explorer [where it is not listed] trying to fix it than playing the game. When I did play the game I
was disappointed with it. The gameplay was very basic. Too old, too garbage, don't buy it.
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Not for me, I love RC cars and also have many hours in VRC Pro. In comparison this feels like a jack of all trades, master of
none that is still lacking a lot of polish. Graphics are bare bones Unity graphics with no improvements, although the moving
parts of the cars and the cars themselves looked good. None of the cars really felt that different from each other in their
charecteristics apart from obviously the drift car, which still didnt feel right.
The fps was very poor on a very decent system playing single player and some of the camera angles were bugged or straight up
didnt work well with certain vehicle/track/camera combos. Doesnt seem to have had much in the way of updates recently
either.. Loved the movie, liked the game. Too short (20 mins!). Buy on sale. Graphics, mechanics, and puzzles are good. Voice
acting is great, but immersion is ruined by the gaudy teleportation glowing graphics.. The game needs a lot of work. But there is
tons of potential.

Basically you run around form a horde and keep spreading your virus.

Right now it is very limited. You can only play single player skirmishes. 2 different boards.

It looks like they will be adding in a multiplayer. campaign and things of that nature.

Till then enjoy the Single player skirmishes. They are worth playing!. I've spent, what, 2-3 hours with this game - and I am
completely burned out on it already. It appears you go through repetition after repetition of the same events, you try to somehow
acquire some skills, of course, at the beginning of this game you don't have any, so you fail every skill test from day 1 and then,
unpredictably, you die -- only to go skip skip skip (and thank heavens you CAN skip dialogue) through all the same stuff again,
maybe survive one more step, only to die another unpredictable death.

After the time I spent - I really really don't want to go through this again. It is mindnumbingly boring, and frustrating to boot.
Every death is apparently meant to teach you what skills you'll need in this situation, but very often you simply haven't a chance
to advance all those skills in time, and even if you have, the endless repetition of 'redo from start' just had me rolling my eyes.. I
love this game. I like the puzzles in it and the music and graphics as well. It is a bit difficult, which makes it challenging ;).
Great game!. cool game you guys made! I found some issues though. When playing with a Vive, the controllers dont line up with
how I'm holding my hands. I've seen similar issues in other games, and it was due to the game being configured for Rift
controllers. If you could add an option to switch to a vive configuration (rotate hands about 45 degrees) that'd be great!

Also, controlls became unresponsive when I reached a certain point in the game, the juggernaut scene. At first I can fire my
weapons, but they dont seem to have any affect, then when I unavoidably die, I cant select anything in the menu (retry\/exit) and
have to kill the game.
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